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Q1 Are you keen to follow MoHAP digital media channels?
Total responses : 39
Total skipped : 2

Q2 If you are a follower, how satisfied are you with the Ministry of
Health and Prevention’s social media platforms?
Total responses : 38
Total skipped : 3
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Q3 What are your proposals to develop effective communication between
the ministry and the public and develop content across social media
platforms?
Total responses : 29
Total skipped : 12
1. Experience is very well
2. No.ordu.hindi.only.hindi
3. Mobile App
4. The app for vaccinations ‘covid mohap uae’ is very bad
5. Licence procedures for freshers who graduated from UAE
6. Stop board exam for class 12. It will be a big problem for UAE like india
7. kindly make sure you can provide what ever you promised in your website and messages we are
receiving
8. Fix your App. I am going to miss my second vaccine dose because of it
9. Give more advices/remind regarding protective gestures, remind open hours of restaurants, other
than that you re doing a great job
10. You have highly paid staff who must propose better solutions
11. Need posts both in Arabic as well as English language
12. Mental health reforme
13. Observe learning skills, be compassionate and assist to resolve within give TAT.
14. By social media
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15. please be compassionate to people and look their situation upon the vaccine ,
16. take suggestion
17. Multi language content development
18. More health education awareness on healthy living
19. Best wishes for success
20. become more effective and influnced.
21. A dedicated day for people's queries.
22. Suggest to update website and social media information whenever rules changes
23. Some companies still not free to his staff to going to markets after Vaccinated I think should be
allowed to staff normally go to markets. Thanks
24. Keep,up with what you are doing because it is very effective
25. Be more responsive and updated
26. more user friendly, more attractive
27. Mohap staff is very very unprofessional & very bad behaviour
28. missing single source of truth about latest and up2date covid related regulations. Like UAE
internal resident travels between emirates (including the emirate specific rules), vaccination rules
and green status rules. Due to the frequents changes/adjustmen
29. The make me look like kidding tidkdhrbufhfbt
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